
Occhio gloves with silicone nubs for better grip on
the glass bulb (these are enclosed with the series —
alternatively use comparable gloves from other
manufacturers)

Occhio „surface cleaner sensitive“ for cleaning the cables
and power supplies, alternatively the active foam cleaner
from Würth.

Using the example of Luna sospeso:

Occhio microfiber cloth tailored to Luna (enclosed with the
series, alternatively use another high-quality microfiber cloth).

Feather duster for dust removal on and in the glass bulb.

Occhio „surface cleaner intense“ for cleaning the luminaire,
alternatively isopropyl alcohol from the pharmacy or IPA
cleaner from Würth.

Compressed air spray or bellows for dust removal on the
cone.

Cleaning instructions Luna

1. Cleaning tools
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Cables as well as lacquered power supplies can be cleaned
with the Occhio „surface cleaner sensitive“.

For easy dust and streak removal on the glass bulb,
use the dry microfiber cloth and the feather duster.

2. Outside cleaning

For heavier dirt on the PVD coated surfaces, such as on the
glass bulb, the body and the base, use the microfiber cloth with
the Occhio „surface cleaner intense“.
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Note: Only clean Occhio luminaires when they are switched off and have cooled down to avoid residues sticking to the luminaire. Use gloves throughout
disassembly, cleaning and assembly.



Turn the bulb counter-clockwise to open the bayonet 1 , so 
that the glass bulb can be removed carefully 2 .

Note: Be careful not to damage the surface of the cone in the
process, as scratches on the surface are irreparable. The compressed 
air spray must not be held upside down during use.

Remove the dust inside the glass bulb with a feather duster. If
streaks have formed, we recommend the microfiber cloth with
the Occhio „surface cleaner intense“.

To remove the dust on the cone, use the compressed air
spray or the bellows.
Note: Do not touch the cone or clean it with the microfiber cloth.

3.  Inside cleaning

Note: Only clean Occhio luminaires when they are switched off and have cooled down to avoid residues sticking to the luminaire. Use gloves throughout
disassembly, cleaning and assembly.
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Immediately after cleaning, put the glass bulb back on the
body and close the bayonet by turning it clockwise to pre-
vent further dust formation inside the bulb.

do not touch!


